
Heather Roan Robbins to be Featured on
CUTV News Radio
RONAN, MONTANA, UNITED STATES,
June 13, 2018 /EINPresswire.com/ -- We
have more choice over how we live our
lives than we believe, but the closer a
problem is to our heart, the harder it is
to separate out our hopes and fears
from our rational thought. We all
exhibit common patterns that we live
out over and over again, so until we
bring our consciousness to bear and
shift that energy in a different
direction, we will continue to repeat
our patterns.

So how do we find that balance? To
wonder is to begin to understand.
However skeptical one may be of the
metaphysical realm, it offers a
wonderful scaffolding for the process
of self-reflection and spiritual growth. 

Heather Roan Robbins is an astrologer
and interfaith minister specializing in
intuition development. Intuition
connects our intelligence, our instincts
and our psychic information.  

“It’s all about trust,” says Robbins, “My job is to help my clients learn to trust their intuition by
clearing out what's gotten in the way of it.”

Robbins says her clients are often trying to make a decision, but feel the problems of their lives
have a more spiritual grounding, and they're trying to get at the root of it or find a way that is
closer to their soul's path to move forward.

“Often if we're not making the change that we want to, we start getting more and more
frustrated and accident-prone,” says Robbins, “but if we do what we really need to do, listen to
that Mars in us that wants to make a change, we become our own musical instrument and we
can play our song however we like.”

That’s why Robbins says she gravitates toward astrology: there is a sense of interrelatedness. We
can't choose those patterns, but we can choose how we work with those patterns. 

“I don't believe in the inevitability of any astrological process or any predestination in any form,”
says Robbins, “but astrology can kind of give us the lay of the land, what our core issues are, and
give us some hints about how to live them out in the best possible way.”

http://www.einpresswire.com


CUTV News Radio will feature Heather
Roan Robbins in an interview with Jim
Masters on June 13th at 11am EDT.

Listen to the show on BlogTalkRadio. 

If you have a question for our guest,
call (347) 996-3389.

For more information on Heather Roan
Robbins, visit www.roanrobbins.com
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